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Abstract-- 
This white paper was first presented as an on demand twenty-minute lecture at the 2021 Offshore 
WINDPOWER Conference & Exhibition in Boston.  

This white paper is a guide for bankers and their engineers. The paper discusses the technology, 
operation and finances of a model utility scale hydrogen (H2) electrolyzer (HE) used to produce1 green 
H2. Green H2 has been proposed to replace gray2 H2. To produce green H2, the HE must be powered 
by renewable electricity (wind, solar). The paper’s model HE has a simple continuous flow technology. 
Electric transmission to the model HE is not included in the HE CapEx. There is no storage of the 
wind (solar) electric energy before it powers the HE. Both electric transmission and energy storage 
would add to the model HE CapEx and reduce the HE efficiency. There is no H2 storage at the model 
HE. H2 gas transmission lines from the HE are also not included in the HE CapEx. Both H2 storage and 
H2 gas transmission lines would also add to the model HE CapEx and reduce the HE efficiency.    

The goal of this paper is first, a computation of the levelized cost (US$/kg; €/kg) of green H2 (LCOH) 
produced at a HE and second, a comparison of the LC of green H2 with the cost of gray H2 and blue3 
H2.  To determine this, the author has developed a LCOH financial algorithm for a model utility scale 
HE. This algorithm is presented to the reader on the paper’s Excel4 HE LCOH Financial Algorithm 
Worksheet (WS). The LC financial principles are discussed. The LCOH algorithm is used for 
sensitivity analysis, to confirm “published” HE specifications (specs) and to compare the LC of green 

 
1 there are no green H2 wells that can be drilled and put into operation  
2 grey H2 is made using natural gas (or coal) in a steam methane reaction which emits large amounts of CO2  
3 blue H2 is grey H2 produced with carbon capture. Blue H2 is not yet commercially available in North America 
(US, MX & CD), Europe (EU) or in the rest of the world (ROW) but it is always referred to by the H2 industry 
4 a fully functioning Excel Worksheet 
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H2 with published prices [1]5 [2] for gray H2 and blue H2.  To compute the LCOH6, the algorithm 
requires nine HE specs (the independent variables). The nine HE specs (metrics) and the algorithm’s 
23 dependent variables are all defined using SI energy units. 

The author found that a low HE efficiency (η), a potentially low HE capacity factor, a high cost for 
wind (solar) electricity and a high HE CapEx (US$/MW; €/MW) do to not allow the green H2 produced 
by the model HE to currently compete with the cost gray H2 or blue H2. The LC of the green H2 is 
currently 69% greater than the price for gray H2 and 22% greater than the expected market price1 
of blue H2. The risk-adjusted7 cost of capital8 was not a factor.  

1. THE PRICE UNIT FOR GRAY, BLUE AND GREEN H2  
    The current uses of gray H2 and blue2 H2 are as an industrial gas (kg) and as a feedstock (kg) for 
the production of chemicals. The future uses of H2 in the H2 economy are as an energy storage medium 
and as a fuel. Wind power and solar energy are primary energy sources while green H2 is a secondary 
source. Wind power and solar energy are kinetic energy while green H2 when used as an energy storage 
medium or as a fuel is potential energy. The current global H2 industry price unit for gray H2 (blue 
H2) as an industrial gas is the US$/kg (€/kg). This paper uses the current H2 industry price unit 
US$/kg (€/kg) in the HE LCOH algorithm. 

2. THE HE LCOH ALGORITHM AND ITS EXCEL WORKSHEET 
     For the reader to follow the paper’s narrative and to do rapid computations, the reader must 
download from the author’s website www.michaelstavy.com this paper’s Excel LCOH Financial 
Algorithm Worksheet (WS).  On the author’s website menu go to Michael’s 2021 papers. The WS has 
notes to help explain the HE LCOH algorithm to the user. You can also download the slide deck.  

     This paper discusses the HE LCOH algorithm by referring to the HE WS lines for the nine HE 
specs and for the LCOH algorithm’s 23 computed dependent variables. An Acronym Glossary is on 
pages 13-14. Table # 1, A List of the Nine HE Specifications (Specs), is on page 15. The References 
are on page 16.   

     This paper’s model HE is basic. The model HE has a continuous flow. One of the HE specs specifies 
how many hours a day the HE operates. There is no storage of the wind electricity at the HE before 

 
5 The author first read about the Energy Transitions Commission Report in [1] and then he went directly to the 
source [2]  
6 the author’s first LC paper was published in 2002 in the Journal of Solar Energy Engineering [3] 
7 It is unrealistically assumed that the HE technology is technologically low risk. (i.e., it works as warranted) 
8 the discount rate (internal rate of return) 
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it powers the HE. There is no storage of the green H2 at the HE after the HE production of green 
H2 and before the green H2 is transported to it consumption point. Electric transmission lines and H2 
gas pipelines are also not included in the LCOH algorithm.   The paper’s LCOH algorithm, therefore, 
only computes the LCOH9 (US$/kg; €/kg) for the continuous production of the green H2. 

    For this paper, both “back of the envelope” simplicity and an accurate first approximation of the 
cost (US$/kg; €/kg) of producing green H2 are the two criteria for choosing a computational method. 
This paper’s levelized cost (LC) method meets both criteria.  The goal of this paper is to present a 
LCOH algorithm based on generally accepted financial and engineering principles with a recognized 
uniform set of HE specs.  Putting the HE LCOH algorithm on an Excel worksheet allows the author 
(user10) to quickly do sensitivity analysis.  By selecting different realistic values for the nine HE 
specs, it became clear to this author that that there are four key specs that determine whether HE 
technology is ready for commercial development.  

These four HE specs, in worksheet order, are:  

1. HE efficiency (η) 
2. HE capacity factor-% 
4. HE CapEx-US$/MW (€/MW) 
5. the cost of the wind electricity-US$/MW (€/MWh) 

     The reader who has downloaded the paper’s Excel2 HE Worksheet can enter their own nine HE 
spec values and check their results.  While this paper discusses the nine HE specs (metrics), the 
paper does not have a data base of HE specs for use by the reader. Creating a database is not the 
primary goal of this paper This author has the much more modest goal of first, presenting a 
recognized standard levelized cost (LC) methodology, (i.e., an accurate “back of the envelope” LCOH 
financial algorithm), second, using one case study to demonstrate to the reader how the LCOH 
algorithm works and three, comparing the LCOH with the current price for gray H2 and blue H2.    The 
author was unable to locate any commercial HE producing green H2 in the US (EU, ROW). The paper 
does not have a case study to discuss how to compile a database of the nine required HE specs from 
current authoritative sources. Interested readers who want to learn how to compile a database of 
HE specs should review the author’s Cabin Creek Pumped Storage Plant Compilation Case Study that 
is found in his Wind Europe 2018 Paper [4]. 

 
9 it is the cost of the green H2 coming right out of the HE and before adding any costs for storage, 
transportation or taxes 
10 bankers, investors, their engineer and other readers  
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2.  STANDARD ENERGY UNITS IN A KG OF H2  

     The standard H2 kg11,12 has a lower heat13 value (LHV) of 33.33 kWh and higher heat value (HHV) of 
39.41 kWh [5]. The author uses the higher heat value as the conversion factor14 in this paper’s LCOH 
algorithm because this HHV is the amount of energy (heat) that the HE must use to separate water into 
H2 and O2 even though in many proposed H2 applications only the LHV is available.  

3.  THE HE EQUATION 
     In this paper’s model HE, wind electricity powers the HE. Electricity is kinetic energy while H2 as 
an energy storage medium or as a fuel is potential energy. The HE uses the wind (solar) power to 
separate H20 into H2 and O2. The equation is:     

2H2O →2H2+ O2. 

     Currently there is no H2 electrolyzer technology that is the most “financially mature” technology.  
The paper’s LCOH algorithm measures the “financial maturity” of HE with different technologies. 
The most important LCOH Algorithm HE spec values are Line 1, HE efficiency (η); Line 2, HE capacity 
factor-%; Line 4, HE CapEx-€/MW (US$/MW) and Line 5, the cost of the wind electricity- €/MWh 
(US$/MWh).  

4.  THE PAPER’S EXCEL HE LCOH WORKSHEET 
     The paper will now go over the paper’s complete Excel HE LCOH Worksheet Line by Line to show 
how the LCOH is computed and to show how the model HE nine specs are compiled. The Electric City 
2021 Slide Deck HE worksheet is a simplified version of this paper’s actual Excel HE LCOH 
Worksheet. This section also explains the levelized cost method. Readers should refer to their 
downloaded copy this paper’s Excel LCOH Worksheet.  

     All the lines refer to are on HE Worksheet. Below are the author’s comments on the nine HE spec 
values, their source or compilation, and on the computation of the 23 dependent variables used to 
compute the LCOH15. 

 
11 this author understands that H2 is usually considered a gas, but the global H2 industry measures H2 with the 
kg, the SI unit for mass, not volume or energy. Go figure it out, dear reader, and check out some other H2 unit 
values published at [6] 
12 to help the investment community understand the H2 economy, this author hopes that the IEA and the EIA 
will publish the major H2 units and their energy content in an easily accessible table.  
13 heat is a form of energy.  
14 and as the base to measure efficiency (η) 
15 the actual LCOH computation is dependent variable number 23 
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1. Foreign Exchange-FX 

This paper is written for US readers. The Column A monetary values are in US$. Line FX is the FX 
value (US$1.19317/€) on 06/25/21 [7] that is used to convert US$ values into € for European readers. 
There is also a £/US$ FX value. The reason for a £/US$ FX value is explained at Line 4 below. 

2. HE Specifications 

Line 1, HE Efficiency (η) is 70%. This is the model HE spec value which is an somewhat optimistic 
value. Published HE efficiency values16 from authoritative source are difficult to find and differ in 
whether they are based on the LHV or the HHV of a kg10.  This paper uses the HHV because that is 
the minimum17 amount of electric energy that the electrolyzer can use to produce a kg of H2. Some 
sources show HE efficiency in terms of kWh/kg. One source that the author referred to is the 
Extended Data on Fig 10, Literature Review, Electrolysis Data, in Ueckerdt, F et al, [8]   The lower 
the η, the higher the computed US$/kg value. 

Line 2, HE Capacity Factor is 91.6% which is equal to 23 hrs/day18. This is the model HE base case 
spec value which is a very optimistic value. Only one hour a day is used for the maintenance of the 
model HE. Since the wind does not blow 23 hours a day, it is implied that the wind electricity is stored 
but the cost of storage is not included in the HE CapEx. The higher the capacity factor, the more 
kg/yr that are available to absorb the yearly depreciation of the HE’s CapEx and therefore, lower 
the computed €/kg value.  

Line 3, HE Power Input (HE Capacity) is 300 MW. HE are sized by their electric power input. 300 
MW is the model HE base case spec value. The specific HE capacity is determined by the HE specific 
use. It is usually assumed, because of the economies of scale, that the larger the HE capacity, the 
lower the HE CapEx. Readers will have to confirm this assumption by checking published specs. 

Line A, the MWh of wind electricity to be converted into H2 by the HE is 6,900, which is the product 
of Line 2 times Line 3.   

Line B, the daily H2 produced by the HE is 4,830 MWh which is the product of Line 1 times Line A.  

 
16 Sometimes HE efficiency is presented in kWh/kg, that is kWh that a HE uses to produce a kg of H2. The 
reader can convert this into an efficiency % if they know the HHV of a kg  
17 An electrolyzer that only used 39.41 kWhkg (HHV) of electric energy per kg would be 100% efficient   
18 The WS converts the % capacity factor into hrs/day for use by Line A and because certain references [2, 
page 54; 10 page 47] refer to HE capacity in terms of full load hours a year, which of course, can be converted 
back into the % capacity factor 
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Line CF is 0.03941 MWh/kg   A standard kg of H2 has a heat value of 39.41 kWh or 0.03941 MWh [5]. 

Line C, the daily H2 produced by the HE is 122,553 kg which is the quotient of Line B divided by Line 
CF. 122,553 kg/day is equal to 123 metric tons a day. The H2 industry convention is to use metric 
tons19 to measure production when large quantities of H2 are produced.  

Line D, the yearly H2 produced by the HE is 44,732,014 kg/yr (44,732 tons/yr) which is the product 
of Line C times 365. 

Line 4, HE CapEx, is US$1,114,936 (€934,432/MW). HE are priced by their electric power input. This 
is the model HE base case spec value.  ITM Power stated [9] that its 1 GW HE manufacturing plant 
will currently price its HE at £800,00020/MW with 10 MW/yr of HE production but it expects to 
price its HE at £500,000/MW21 with 100 MW/yr of HE production22. I used the £/US$ FX to 
convert the ITM £800,000/MW into US$1,114,936 /MW. The CapEx only includes the 
manufacturer’s price for its HE including the power and control systems but not the cost of land or 
project development. What the manufacturer includes in their published HE CapEx varies by 
manufacturer.  

Line E, Total HE Plant CapEx, is €280,329,600. This is the product of Line 3 times Line 4.   

3. Cost of the Wind Electricity (COE) that is to be Converted into H2 

Line 5, the cost of the wind electricity to be converted into H2, is €35/MWhELECT 
(US$41.76/MWhELCT). This is the model HE base case spec value. It is the author’s estimate of a 
utility scale wind plant’s LCOE23. Readers in the wind industry will recognize that this LCOE for wind 
electricity is very optimistic.  

Line F is the same wind electricity24 cost after it is converted from €/MWhELECT into €/kgELECT. Line 
F is €1.38/kgELECT (US$1.65/kgELECT) which is Line 5 multiplied by Line CF.   

 
19 1 tonm = 1,000 kg 
20 ITM includes water processing equipment for the HE in its CapEx quotation; most manufactures do not. My 
algorithm does not include a cost for the water that separated into H2 and O2 
21 A 37.7% reduction 
22 this is a demonstration of economies of scale in manufacturing.  
23 see reference [3] 
24 In this paper MW and MWh always refer to electricity. When the kg is a unit of electric energy, its symbol 
has the subscript kgELECT   When the kg is a unit of H2 there is no subscript.  
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4. After Efficiency (η) Loss Cost of the Wind Electricity (AELCOE) that is to Be Converted in 
H2        

Line G is the after efficiency (η) loss cost of the cost of wind electricity that is being converted into 
H2 AELCOE-€/kgELECT. The computed value of €1.97/kgELECT (US$2.35/kgELECT) is quotient of Line F 
divided by Line 1.   

Line H is the extra cost (AELCOE-COE) of the wind electricity because of the η loss. The computed 
value is €0.59/kgELECT (US$0.71/kgELECT) which is Line F minus Line G.   

Line I is the % increase in the cost of the wind electricity because of the η loss when it is converted 
into H2. The 43% increase in the cost is computed by dividing Line H by Line F. 

5. HE CapEx, OpEx and the LC Method Explanation 

Line 6 is the HE annual fixed O&M cost as a % of the total HE CapEx (Line E). 3% is the model HE 
base case spec value.  

Line J, the HE annual Fixed O&M cost is €8,409,888/year. This is the product of Line 6 multiplied by 
Line E. 

Line 7, the HE variable O&M cost, is €0.50/kg (US$0.60/kg). This is the model HE base case spec 
value.  

Line 8 is the physical life of the HE. 20 years is the model HE base case spec value, a very optimistic 
value. If the HE physical life is quoted in hours of operation, this spec value is 175,200 hours.   

Line 9 is the Interest/ROE Rate or the cost of capital. The author’s estimate is 6%. This rate is not 
risk adjusted. It the model HE base case spec value. This is the cost (as a %) to invest the capital in 
the HE CapEx (Line E).  The HE owner either provides the capital (equity) or borrows (debt) the 
capital to in order to own the HE. This spec is also known as the return on assets (ROA) or as the 
internal rate of return (IRR). A HE has a physical life (Line 8). During its physical life, as the HE 
converts the wind electricity into H2, Line E, Total HE CapEx, must be recovered (depreciated) and 
the cost of capital (Line 9) for using the invested capital must be paid. If borrowed money is used to 
invest in the HE, the cost of borrowing the money is called the lender’s interest.  If the HE owner 
uses their own capital to invest in the HE, the cost of using the owner’s money is called the return on 
owner’s equity (ROE).  The cost of capital (Line 9) is a weighted average percent for both the lender’s 
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interest and for the owner’s ROE. Let us hypothesize that the HE debt/owner’s equity ratio is 1:1; 
the interest on the debt is 4% and the required ROE is 8%; then the weighted average Interest/ROE 
Rate is 6%. 

Line K is the capital amortization factor-CAF. € 0.0872 is the annual payment for a financial annuity 
having €1.00 as the amount borrowed, having a life of 20 years (Line 8) and an interest rate of 6% 
(Line 9).  

Line L is the annual capital amortization (ACA) in €/year. This computed to be €24,440,412/yr 
(US$29,161,566/yr). Line L is the product of Line E multiplied by Line K.   

The levelized cost (LC) method uses a financial annuity to compute Line L. The ACA-€/yr is one 
constant yearly payment for both the depreciation of Line E and for the payment of Interest/ROE 
(Line 9) over the HE physical life (Line 8).  This level (constant) capital amortization payment gives 
the LC method its name.  The first year’s payment is almost all Interest/ROE, while the last year’s 
payment is almost all depreciation. 

6. Computation of the LCOH 

Line M, the annual capital amortization-ACA, is €0.55/kg (US$0.65). This value is computed by 
dividing Line L by Line D. 

Line N, the fixed O&M cost, is €0.19/kg (US$0.22). This value is computed by dividing Line J by 
Line LineD.  

Line O, the variable O&M cost, is €0.50/kg (US$0.60). This value is transferred from Line 7. 

Line P, the after η loss cost of the wind electricity that is being converted in green H2 is €1.97/kg 
(US$2.35). This value is transferred from Line G. 

Line Q is the green LCOH. Line Q is the sum of Lines M, N, O and P.  The LCOH is €3.20/kg 
(US$3.82). Line M is 17.0% of Line Q while Line P is 61.5%. Lines N and O together are 21.5% of the 
LCOH while Lines M and P are 78.5% of the LCOH. 

7. Difference Between the LCOH and the cost of blue H2 

Line R is the green LCOH value transferred from Line Q above.  

Line 10, the author’s expected1, “market price” for blue H2 if and when it becomes commercially 
available, is €2.50/kg (US$2.98). [2] computed that the cost of blue H2 “today” is between US$1.30 
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and US$2.90 per kg. The author converted these US$ values into the  € values of €1.09 and €2.43 
per kg. He then decided with all the uncertainty with blue H2 that he would use €2.50/kg for the 
expected price of blue H2. Bankers (investors), you can enter your own market price for blue H2 on 
your copy of this paper’s Excel LCOH Worksheet. 

Line S is how much the LC of green H2 is greater (less) than the expected market price of blue H2. 
The cost of green H2 is  €0.70/kg (US$0.84) greater than the cost of blue H2. Line S is Line R less 
Line 10. 

Line T is the % that the cost of  green H2 is greater (less) than the cost of blue H2.  The cost of  
green H2 is 27% greater than the cost of blue H2.  27% is Line S divided by Line R.  

8. Difference Between the LCOH and the cost of gray H2 

Line U is also the green LCOH value transferred from Line Q above.  

Line 11, the current market price25 of gray H2 , is €1.00/kg (US$1.19). [2] reported that the cost of 
gray H2 today is between US$0.70 and US$2.20 per kg depending on the price of natural gas or coal. 
The author converted these US$ values into the  € values of €0.70 and €2.20 per kg, He then decided 
that he would use €1.00/kg for the current market price of gray H2. Bankers (investors), you can also 
enter your own price for blue H2 on your Excel LCOH Worksheet. 

Line V, is how much the LC of green H2 is greater (less) than the market price of gray H2. The cost 
of green H2 is  €2.20/kg (US$2.63) greater than the cost of gray H2. Line V is Line U less Line 11. 

Line W is the % that the cost of  green H2 is greater (less) than the cost of gray H2.  The cost of  
green H2 is 69% greater than the cost of  gray H2.  69% is Line V divided by Line U.  

5.  THE CONCLUSION  
       Based on his research, this author has concluded that there are currently no commercial HE on 
the European (NA, ROW) grid and that all nine required HE specs for any commercial HE were not 
found in any authoritative database. 

      Using this paper’s LCOH financial algorithm and the nine specs in the model HE base case, the 
author has also concluded is that current HE technology used to produce green H2 to replace gray 
H2 is not yet ready for unsubsidized commercial investment by bankers (investors).  

 
25 Readers will find that there are many authoritative sources that report the current market price of grey H2 
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    The LC of green H2 is 69% greater than the current market price of gray H2.  The LC of green H2 

is 27% greater than the expected1 “market price” of blue H2.   

    The most important HE spec values that must be improved are: 

Line 1, HE efficiency (η). 70% used10 in the model HE base case is unrealistically optimistic for a HE. 

Line 2, HE capacity factor-%. The 91.6% factor in the model HE base case, which is equal to 23 
hrs/day (8,395hrs/yr)26 is unrealistic for a HE which is powered by only by wind, which as members 
of the wind industry know, is an intermittent energy source. 

Line 4, HE CapEx-€/MW (US$/MW) The €934,432/MW (£800,000/MW) is a remarkably low HE 
CapEx value among the published HE CapEx values that this author has seen and this CapEx even 
includes in the CapEx for the equipment to process the water used by the HE. A HE needs a certain 
quality of water. A HE located out at sea cannot use unprocessed sea water. The model HE used in 
this paper does not specifically include the CapEx27 of the water processing equipment.  

Line 5, the cost of the wind electricity- €/MWh (US$/MWh). €35/MWhELECT, the model HE base 
case spec value is a very optimistic LCOE for current off-shore (on-shore) wind projects as 
members of the wind industry know.  

     Before concluding this paper, this author will first report the results of one of his sensitivity 
case studies.   

     If instead a HE CapEx of €934,432/MW (£800,000/MW; US$1,114,936) the author entered on 
his Excel HE LCOH Worksheet, a HE CapEx of  €584,020/MW (£500,000/MW; US$696,835), a 
37.5% CapEx reduction and instead of the cost of the wind electricity at €35/MWhELECT, the author 
entered €20/MWhELECT, a 43% reduction in the cost of wind electricity, the green LCOH is now 
€2.08/kg which is a 35% reduction from the original €3.20/kg green LCOH.  At €2.08/kg, the LC of 
green H2 is now 52% greater than the current market price ( €1.00/kg) of gray H2.  At €2.08/kg, the 
LC of green H2 is now 20% less than the expected1 “market price” (€2.50/kg) of blue H2.   

     Using this paper’s Excel LCOH financial algorithm worksheet28, bankers (investors) and their 
engineers do not have to compile their own nine required HE specs to do a “back-of-the-envelope” 

 
26 Figure 12 in [10] only goes up to 8,000 full load hours a year 
27 Reference [10, page 43] stated that water processing has “only a minor impact on the cost of water 
electrolysis”.   
28 This paper’s LCOH algorithm is not a term sheet.   
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determination if a HE developer client has a HE project ready for commercial financing.  Bankers can 
just ask their HE developer client for the HE project’s nine specs29 and enter them on this paper’s 
LCOH worksheet. The author expects that the banker (investor) will come to the same conclusion as 
this author, that a HE producing green H2 is not yet ready for unsubsidized commercial investment.  
If the banker (investor)  comes to the opposite conclusion as this author, that a HE producing green 
H2 is ready for unsubsidized commercial investment, then these bankers (investors) will be putting 
their own € (US$) on the line. It will be interesting for this author to see their commercial success.     

      

Acronym Glossary 

 
29 The banker’s (investor’s) engineer is included to verify the HE engineering specs 

Acronym Description  
 

EIA = Energy Information Administration (US) 
 

CCGT = Combined Cycle Gas Turbine 
 

H2 = hydrogen 
 

H20 = water 
 

HE = H2 electrolyzer 
 

IEA = International Energy Agency (OECD) 
 

kg = kilogram-H2 
 

LC = levelized cost 
 

LCOE = levelized cost of energy 
 

LCOH = levelized cost of hydrogen 
 

MW = 
 

megawatt 

MWh = 
 

megawatt hour 

NA = North America 
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Nm3 = 
 

nominal cubic meter-H2 

O2 = 
 

oxygen 

OECD = Origination for Economic Cooperation and 
Development  
 

ROA = 
 

return on assets  
 
 

Acronym Description  
 

ROE = return on equity 
 

ROW = rest of world 
 

SI = Système International d'Unités 
 

WACC = weighted average cost of capital 
 

WS = Worksheet 
 

η = Efficiency 
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Table # 1, A List of the Nine HE Specifications (Specs) 
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